FACE™ Accredited Training Course
Program Overview

The Open Group FACE Training Course Accreditation Program provides accreditation for training courses designed to help people acquire the necessary knowledge and understanding of aspects of the FACE Standard and Certification Program.

The FACE Approach

The FACE Approach integrates technical and business practices that establish a standard common operating environment to support portable capabilities across avionics systems.

Training Course Types

There are expected to be multiple training course types available, including:

FACE Conformance

A FACE Conformance Training Course is to enable learners to gain knowledge from a business and technical viewpoint of the FACE Conformance Program process, the roles within the program, as well as what can be certified.

FACE Data Modeling

A FACE Data Modeling Training Course is to enable learners to gain knowledge from a technical viewpoint of the Data Modeling concepts within the FACE Technical Standard, the FACE Data Architecture Data Model Language, FACE Data Model types, and the FACE Data Model structure. In addition to knowledge, a course includes a practical understanding of how to build and use FACE Data Models.

FACE Transport Services

A FACE Transport Services Training Course is to enable learners to gain knowledge from a technical viewpoint of the Transport Services within the FACE Technical Standard, understand the Unit of Conformance (UoC) types, and best practices for implementation.
Accredited Training Course Providers

Each Training Course is provided by Accredited Training Course Providers. Our Accredited Training Course Providers are professional training organizations with a proven track record of delivering high-quality training. To have a training course accredited, there is a rigorous assessment which assures the course is both comprehensive and meets the stated objectives.

Market Distinction

- Accredited Training Courses are a prerequisite of many companies and governments
- Added prestige and credibility of course and organization
- Accreditation logos

About The Open Group

The Open Group is a global consortium that enables the achievement of business objectives through technology standards. Our diverse membership of more than 850 organizations includes customers, systems and solutions suppliers, tool vendors, integrators, academics, and consultants across multiple industries. More information can be found at www.opengroup.org.

For more information: https://www.opengroup.org/certifications/face-training.